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Newton No. 1: "A Kind of Blue"
ACROSS

DOWN

1. She recites opening of "Dreamland", sweet
thing engrossing Newton (9)
6. Let go of loot (4)
8, 22a. 10 should take his seat in Bath (8,6)
9. Shake a length of bar? (6)
10. Big one pulls the strings that could be
made for the 1d? (6)
11. 10 limited board game rental (8)
12. Newton enters a little bit backwards with
ﬁrst of clues lacking deﬁnition (6)
15. A piece behind? Swap sides and feel
superior (4,4)
16. Well known, like running water spanning
border (2,3,3)
19. Try and let oﬀ this compound? (6)
21. Nice ladies made mess when aroused (8)
22. See 8
24. Predict metalworker will drink Pinot
Noir? (6)
25. 10: measure of the mind (8)
26. Act as a new kidney, say? (4)
27. This Russian directed "Love Boat" Part
Two then One, breaking into television
(satellite) (9)

1. Other half is half of gibberish (5)
2. Concealed entrance: no right to eat here (7)
3. Bear: not quite a bathroom accessory (5)
4. Charming ace soldier relaxed with
thousand sent over the top (7)
5. 10 in France are heard ﬁghting for
quote (9)
6. Spade, say, turns up in outhouse, broken (7)
7. Tidy, audibly less confusing by-product of
10 (5,4)
13. Orange order green at suppressing Ulster
uprising (9)
14. 10 in France chat about constituent (9)
17. He attempted dividing rebellious island
across northern fronts (7)
18. Scientist whose pure invention restricts
when typhoid's beginning (7)
20. It's awkward keeping level-headed when
they're hot and fruity (7)
22. Crumpet's nasty smell masks rising level
of fat (5)
23. Love to change egg factory (5)

